
Sound of Missing You
拍数: 32 墙数: 4 级数: Improver

编舞者: Gregory Danvoie (BEL) & Agnes Gauthier (FR) - March 2024
音乐: Sound Of Missing You - Catie Offerman

S1. Side step, rock back, recover, step-lock-step fwd, rock fwd, recover, sailor with ¼ turn
1-2-3 LF step to the L side, RF back rock, recover on LF
4&5 RF step forward, LF lock behind RF, RF step forward
6-7 LF rock forward, recover on RF
8&1 LF cross behind RF with ¼ turn to the L, RF step to the R side, LF step slightly forward

S2. Skate X2, shuffle fwd, rock fwd, recover, triple full turn with ½ turn
2-3 RF skate, LF skate (walk-walk)
4&5 RF step forward, LF step next to RF, RF step forward
6-7 LF rock forward, recover on LF
8&1 LF step forward with ½ turn to the L, RF step back with ½ turn to the L, LF step forward with

½ turn to the L

S3. Step fwd, touch behind, back-lock-back, rock back, recover, back-lock-back
2-3 RF step forward, LF touch behind RF
4&5 LF step back, RF cross in front of LF, LF step back
*TAG + RESTART
6-7 RF rock back, recover on LF
8&1 RF step back with ½ turn to the L, LF cross in front of RF, RF step back

S4. Side rock with ¼ turn, recover, behind-side-cross, side step with sway, sway, step fwd with ¼ turn R
2-3 LF rock to the L side with ¼ turn to the L , recover on RF
4&5 LF cross behind RF, RF step to the R side, LF cross over RF
6-7-8 RF step to the R side with a sway, LF sway to the L side, RF step forward with ¼ turn to the

R

*Wall 3 : Tag & restart
During the 3rd section dance until count 4&5 and add the tag :
6-7-8 RF step to the R side with a sway, LF sway to the L side, RF sway to the R side
+ Restart the dance
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